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(ill Carbon stars form dust easily, and can initiate mass-loss while their
pulsational amplitudes are much smaller than 2.5 mag;
(iii) O-rich stars \Ire slow to form dust, which is initially composed of the less
abundant but rnore refractory AI I Ca Silicates, and require a larger
pulsational amplitude before mass-loss occurs;
(iv) S-type stars with [ 0 1~ [ C 1 lack abundant material for forming dust, and
so are unlikely to experience signHicant mass-loss, despite large pulsational
amplitudes.

ionizing background radiation. The lack of lines at Zabs ~ Zero
clearly correlates with QSO luminosity, but the observed distribution
of Ly-a lines can only be explained by assuming that QSOs
redshifts are about 1800 kin s-1 l~ger than measured from high
ionization emission lines. We fin4 that log J o = -21.2±O.1 at
z =3. If Jv'" (1+z)li, a = L1±1.9, limiting the change to less than
a factor of four from z - 1.8 - 3.8_ 'f!!ese results are consistent with
earlier predictions with a high luminosity density of QSOs at z > 4.

This suggest that in the absence of a further carbon dredge-up episode, or the
earty onset of a ·superwind", some rare supernova progenitors come from Stype stars with main sequence masses of 2-9 Me. Such objects may provide
the "gentle" supernovae needed to maintain some close binaries intact. A
prolO-type for SiJch stars is X CygnL

43.02
Evolutionary Corrections to the Redshift-volume Measurement
of the Density Pa,rameter: Mergers of GalWes

42.08
Nonlinear Period Ratios for the RRd Stars
N.R. Simon (U. Neb.)
The RR Lyrae stars play'a role in the investigation of
many important astronomical problems.
For example,
the slope of the luminosity - metallicity relation for
RR Lyraes in globular clusters leads to relative cluster ages and thuS to a chronology of the formation of
the galactic halo. However, it is necessary to know
fundamental parameters for the RR Lyrae stars, an~
these remain controversial. The masses of these objects can be determined in a number of ways, including
the use of pulsation theory to model the RRd stars,
and the calculation of hori~ontal branch evolutionary
tracks.
The RRd stars pulsate simultaneously in the
first overtone and fundamental modes, enabling masses
to be inferred from the period ratio vs. period diagram. These masses have the range 0.55 < M/MG < 0.65,
which disagrees with the masses M/MG ~ 0.10, determined from recent evolutionary tracks. However, the
RRd masses quoted here depen" upon pulsation periods
obtained from linear models. Since the mass determination requires very high accuracy in the periods, i t
is necessary to ask whether the linear periods reflect
the true theoretical values (i.e., the nonlinear periods) to the preciSion necessary. To answer this question, we constructed two hydrodynamic models with
canonical RRd parameters and integrated them for well
over 1000 periods in both the fundamental and overtone
modes. The period ratios were found to agree with the
linear values to within the accuracy required for the
RRd problem. Combining this result with a similar ope
obtained by Kovacs and Buchler (~. :2.. 324, 1026,
1988), we conclude that linear pulsation models suffice for the determination of RRd masses.

Session 43: Cosmology
Oral Session, 10:00-11:30 am
Hussey, Michigan League

E. D. Loh (Mich. State Univ.)
Bahcall and Tremaine [Astrophys. J. Lett., 328, Ll, (1988)] estimated the rate at which galaxies merge by dynamical friction and
concluded that mergers severely bias the redshift-volume measurement of the cosmological density parameter. We point out that they
used an inappropriate approximation for the mergers between large
galaxies. Using their assumption of galactic halos of infinite extent,
we find that the measurement of the density parameter is biased by
-20%, which is a factor of 10 lower than the Bahcall-Tremaine estimate. If instead, the halo is SOh."l kpc in radius, then the evolutionary correction is smaller yet by a factor of 4.

43.03
A Search for Anisotropy in the Cosmic Microwave
Radiatipn at Medium An&uli!,f ~cales
P. T. Timbie (U- C. Berkeley), N. Jarosik, D. T. Wilkinson
(Princeton)
A ground-based interferometer operated at 43 GHz has
been used to search for anisotropy in the microwave
background radiation at ang1!lar scales between 0.5°
and 50. No anisotropy has been found; however, linJits
are placed on intrinsic temperature fluctuations for
each of severa1 models. In particular, fqr models
predicting anisotropy with a monochromatic power
speclfUm, the observations place a limit of ~T/T ~ 7.5 x
10-5 at 1.70 • For models specifred by Gaussian-shaped
correlation functions, ~Trr.::;; 1.1 x 10- 4 at 1.1°. The
instrument's design and performance, the observing
methods, and the analysis procedure will be discussed.
Preliminary results from further observations from
Saskatchewan will also be presented_

43.04
A To-oolodcal Lena Effect: Microwave Background Radiation"
J .M.Ba.rnothy, M.F .Barnothy {Evanston n..)

43_01
Lyman-a Absoxption Lines and the uy Backl;ID>und
F.x. Fan and D. Tytler (Columbia University)
We study the distribution of Ly-a absorption lines in 42 high
resolution quasar spectra (1.7 < Zero < 3_8). The number density
distribution of the 850 lines follows the power law of (1 +z)"Y, with
r = 2.63±O.24, and No = 2.04. Following Bajtlik, Duncan and
Ostriker, we use the proximity effect to measure the intensity of the

One quarter of a century ~, in 1965 I proposed here that
the new etarlike superluminous opjects,the quasars are not
novel constituents of the Universe, but nuclei of Seyfert
galaxies intensified by the gravitational lena IICtion of a
foreground galaxy. Thia explanation can also account fQr
the short-time brightness variability of QSOs. My idea vas
rejeci;ed by moet aatronol!l8rs, and by M. & G.Bur!)idge in
their eeminal book:Quaai-Stellar Objects. The discovery of
the double quasar 0957+561 in 1979 ftDally turned the inte_
net toward QOOs being lensed objects. Gra~tationa1 lenses should 'produce at least 2 intensified images. From the
Itooodiacovered QSOs only two do"na
double. This ~
be because a very heavy galaxy is ,needed to produce resolvable sPacings.The mean abaolute brightness Qf Seyfert ~-
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